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T A TIME when Friedberg 237s were things to be
spent, it seems to me, in memory, that every coin
and stamp shop was in the worst part of town

and faced the afternoon sun. There were always a few
dusty certainties amid the incongruities of the hothouse
windows: a well-toasted stamp album, some unrecogniz-
able coppers, a packet of Chinese currency, and the ubi-
quitious Columbian Exposition ticket. But over there,
atop a pile of shabby Confederate and German inflation
paper, would be something sure to capture my gaze. It
was the epitome of "broken bank" currency, the $2 note
declaring itself to be that of the Allegany County Bank in
Cumberland, Maryland.

What boy could not feel akin to the idyllic central scene of
horse, dog, and lucky owner of both, pausing at a stream deep
in the woods? And the bank name, flung flamboyantly, with just
enough care to miss the vignette! The style was still in vogue and
perhaps a predilection for typography was stirring. I had no hes-
itation in exchanging the real thing for this non-money.

and factory express national pride in the past, and suggest pres-
ent prosperity. Allegorical characters bring to mind patriotic and
spiritual values. The halo is frequently undeserved.

But what greater treasure than children? They are the ultimate
asset. Portrayal of the young is a familiar source for bank note
art.

The first photograph-like image was made in 1826 with an
exposure time of eight hours. The daguerreotype was invented
in 1839, as was a kind of negative. Until these developments, a
painting of a family member was an especially important posses-
sion.

In England, Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769-1830) was the fore-
most portraitist of his time. He had been appointed Painter to
the King after Reynold's death in 1792. By 1820, and contin-
uing throughout the following ten years of his life, Sir Thomas
was at the summit of his fame. Once a student at the Royal Aca-
demy, he was now its president. The capabilities of this artist
were sweeping; he had early in his career painted the epic Satan
Summoning His Legions. If success is measured by praise, the
work fell short. Lawrence found his gifts best expressed in the

The engraving of the children, at lower right, reproduces the painting in its entirety — not always the case with bank note art.

However, on the Cumberland note and others, there is a
work of art far removed from a little fancy lettering. It is that ex-
quisite fragment of portraiture which brings us to this discussion.

Pictorial subjects on many bank notes simply provide orna-
mentation and traditional appearance. Unless of a pertinent
locale, person or building, the vignettes may have little to do
with the issuing institution. Engraving in itself does impart the
security of intaglio.

It is not surprising, then, that only in a broad, general way do
we find those things important to commerical, political and fami-
ly life pictured on notes. Historical figures and scenes of farm

portrait, and there success and praise became synonymous.
Those whom he painted were always pleased.

First on the waiting list for Sir Thomas' self-portrait was the
King.

Charles Biggs Calmady was the father of two young
daughters: Emily and Laura Anne. They were taken to Sir
Thomas, who had seen many richly dressed and well-groomed
children of the aristocracy. He was overcome by the uncommon
beauty and natural appeal of the little girls.

Lawrence's fees were high; he received as much as 1,500
guineas for a single work. However, because he was so im-
pressed by the children, he immediately offered to paint them
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By permission, The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Bequest of Collis P. Huntington, 1925. All rights reserved.

for a price much less than he would have ordinarily charged.
Mr. Calmady accepted. There is doubt that he could have com-
missioned the portrait at the usual fee.

The picture was painted in 1823 and was hung at the 1824
exhibition by the Royal Academy. It was classified as a "group,"
with the official title The Children of Charles B. Calmady, Esq.
(As a term of art, a "group" may comprise as few as two.) The
work was the most popular in the exhibition. It should not be dif-
ficult to guess who quickly made known his wish to purchase it:
the King.

Other paintings of children were made by Lawrence in this
same period, among them Miss Murray, Master Lambton, and
Lady Templeton and Her Son. The famous Pinkie (Miss Sara
Moulton-Barrett), which had been painted 30 years earlier and
is now in the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, has

undergone a recent surge in public interest. Sir Thomas, how-
ever, called the Calmady portrait his best picture, and one of the
few for which he wished to be remembered.

The popularity of the Calmady painting grew, and it was
widely reproduced. It became known as The Calmady
Children, but Smith adds "the charming group called `Nature.T
The latter term is used in a special artistic sense of an unspoiled
essence: not yet affected by surrounding influences, still in a na-
tural state. The thought for the beautiful rendering of the picture
is well expressed in the legend Metropolitan Children by Barbara
Burn. It concludes: "His [Lawrence's] brilliant style perfectly
captures the spontaneous, lively nature of his two appealing
subjects."

Other Lawrence portraits of children were in public favor.
Some, notably the Lambton, were sold as engravings, and the
Calmady was of course engraved for use on bank notes.
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An advertising note with the images of the children reversed. (Courtesy of Neil Shafer)

The painting lent itself easily to bank note use for a reason
other than eye appeal. It was on an almost square canvas, about
31" x 30"; the image, however, is circular with a well defined
arc. On the bank note version the edge has been made to ap-
pear uneven.

Muscalus named nine examples of notes with the portrait, but
gave no additional information except to mention the seldom
used title "Nature." A $2 note of the Pocasset Bank in Fall
River, Rhode Island is included in his list, but I have never seen
one with the Calmady picture. It is possible that there are other
designs of that denomination. It is equally possible that notes not
in his group made use of the vignette. At least one Hatch and
Company advertising issue did so. It is illustrated in the Bank
Note Reporter, June 1988, where it is seen that the image of the
children is wrong-reading (right and left are reversed). A photo -

graph of the $2 Pamet Bank note may be seen in the Bank Note
Reporter, December 1987.

Sir Thomas Lawrence died on January 7, 1830, and was
buried with honors in St. Paul's Cathedral. having attained im-
mortality as a great artist.

When their portrait appeared on bank notes, the Calmady
children were approaching middle age. Childhood had passed,
as did the sisters themselves. Laura Anne died first, in 1894.
Emily lived until 1906, just long enough to glimpse a new world.

Again the bank note—as much a creature of art as of com-
merce—has, in Tennyson's words, brought back the "tender
grace of a day that is dead." The anguished poet cried:

But Oh for the touch of a vanish'd hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still!

There can be neither touch nor sound, but Emily and Laura
Anne, forever children, are still smiling.
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submitted by FORREST DANIEL

U.S. SHY ON CHANGE
Associated Press to The Evening News.

Washington, Dec. 6. -The secretary of the treasury today issued
the following open letter to all banking institutions in the United
States. "A very marked scarcity of small bills is noticeable every-
where, and the treasury is powerless to relieve. In the absence of
legislation allowing national banks to issue a larger proportion of
their circulation in denominations of five dollars, the banks
themselves must be relied upon to alleviate the strain as far as
possible. There are in circulation nearly fifteen million dollars in
silver certificates of the denomination of ten dollars. Many of
these are doubtless packed away in the vaults of the various
banking institutions, and held as reserve. Permit me respectfully
to ask that each institution, state and national, search the money
in its vaults and send these ten dollar silver certificates to the
treasury. They will promptly be converted into ones and twos to
the very great relief of the country. It is the only remedy." — The
Weekly Times, Grand Forks, N. Dak., Dec. 7, 1906.
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